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more straightforward stated Than performed via Nikki Woods is a poignant new novel of
affection and risk, that includes a sassy and assuredly created forged of characters which are
so jam-packed with life, they breathe, dream, and shout correct off the page. Kingston Phillips, a
gorgeous leisure govt within the fast paced urban of Chicago, has eventually grasped the brass
ring. yet simply as Easier Said Than Done her buddies and associates are humming together
with her success, Kingston needs to go back to Jamaica for her grandmother's funeral. whereas
there, youth tragedies, heartbreak, AND kinfolk jealousies get back to hang-out her,
THREATENING TO SHATTER HER DREAMS. not just does Kingston come head to head with
the school sweetheart who left her heartbroken, yet her grandmother names her executor of her
will and forces her to make a life-altering decision. Does Kingston proceed to harvest her Easier
Said Than Done good fortune in Chicago or remain in Jamaica to satisfy her grandmother's
dream--possibly risking one other damaged heart? Can a contemporary girl locate the stability
among a winning occupation and the duties of relatives and love whereas enduring the bumps
alongside the way? Or is lifestyles particularly more straightforward acknowledged Than Done?

have you learn a booklet that used to be so sturdy and also you have been so attached to the
characters until eventually you didn’t wish it to end? That’s how I felt as i used to be analyzing
this book. more uncomplicated stated Than performed is a narrative of kin love, family members
drama, courting failure, courting recovery and it revolves round a winning African American
woman. I underline that simply because we wish to learn books like this. we want optimistic
books like this. And right here it is……………………Kingston is aware what she desires out of life, she is
aware who Easier Said Than Done she loves in existence and she or he understands the way
to get these issues out of life. I can’t say sufficient approximately this book. It isn’t an extended
learn (I relatively sought after more?) however it provides simply Easier Said Than Done
enough. The characters…….Kingston, Keela, Mama Grace, Bianca, Essence and naturally there's
Damon. Ms. Woods made yes that she drew specified descriptive photos of her characters. I
mean, we by no means obtained to fulfill Mama Grace within the tale (she died early on) yet
simply analyzing approximately her existence and issues she acknowledged gave me a very
good examine her personality. i discovered myself asserting “Mama Grace might by no means
tolerate that” whilst sure characters might reason difficulties within the story. Even the affection
scenes have been written in order to not be X-rated yet you knew that the 2 humans concerned
(Damon and Kingston), actually enjoyed every one other. I can’t say adequate approximately
this book. it's a solid read, good written and it won’t disappoint. I do have a few
questions……..but for threat of Easier Said Than Done spoiling it in the event you haven't learn it
yet, i'll digress. if you happen to learn this overview Nikki Woods, please understand sequel is
needed. ?
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